
 Listening actively in the power of the Holy Spirit 

 Goal 
 Grow in our skill to listen our way into spiritual conversations 

 Introduction 
 As we think about planting seeds of the gospel, the next skill we need to cultivate is that of listening. 
 Author and speaker Brene Brown says, “Be as passionate about listening as you are about wanting 
 to be heard.”  Why is listening so important? 

 Bible Passages & Questions 
 Proverbs 18:13  “To answer before listening, that is  folly and shame” (NIV). C  an you think of a time 
 where you responded to a situation or comment before you listened well? 

 Proverbs 20:5  “  The purposes of a person’s heart are  deep water, but one who has insight draws 
 them out  ” (NIV).  Share about a friend who is skilled  in drawing people out through good questions. 

 James 1:19b  “  Everyone should be quick to listen,  slow to speak and slow to become angry  ” (NIV). 
 Why does James need to tell us to be slow to speak and quick to listen? 

 Read & Discuss  [Adapted from  God Space  by Doug Pollock,  pages 54-63] 

 For the first 15 years of my ministry with Athletes in Action, I [Doug Pollock] routinely approached 
 spiritual conversations with this question in the back of my mind: “What do I need to say to these 
 lost people to help them get on the right track?” I realize now that this attitude set me up to 
 habitually commit several misdemeanors that greatly hindered the possibility of divine dialogues. 

 -  Hijacking the conversation  , steering it in a direction  to achieve my goal. 
 -  Exceeding the speed limit  , dumping all the information  I knew on anyone who showed 

 even a little interest in spiritual things. 
 -  Failing to observe the signal  , sometimes I proceeded  when I should have stopped, stopped 

 when it was time to go, or recklessly moved ahead when I should have exercised caution. 
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 SPIRIT-LED LISTENING  Nothing creates God Space faster  than Spirit-led listening. When we 
 demonstrate that we are truly seeking to understand people—not simply change their points of 
 view—we create a safe environment that allows them to open up at a deeper level. As others feel 
 genuinely understood, they also begin to better understand themselves. 

 Perhaps the greatest value of Spirit-led listening is that it communicates true humility and sends this 
 powerful message: “I accept and respect you.” In a self-centered, what’s-in-it-for-me kind of world, 
 Spirit-led listening will cause you to really stand out. Think about it: When was the last time you were 
 listened to in a non-judgmental, agenda-free, compassionate way? 

 At the same time, I’m not suggesting that we simply nod and murmur “uh-huh, uh-huh” again and 
 again. This kind of listening is anything but passive. It’s a sensitive but assertive quest to truly 
 understand someone else. It requires you to probe, explore, and reflect back on what you’ve been 
 hearing so that you truly understand what’s been revealed to you. This kind of listening seeks to 
 discover people’s stories, to learn what interests them, to understand what turns their crank. After 
 you’ve demonstrated that you’re a “safe” person, most people will eventually come to share their 
 struggles, their doubts, and even their beliefs and unbeliefs about God. 

 Principle 1: Go.  The Great Commission begins with  a two-letter word: go. Listening begins with a 
 heart that’s willing to move toward the people in our lives. 

 Principle 2: Significant spiritual conversations usually occur when you least feel like having 
 them.  Any time you feel anxious, fearful, uncomfortable,  or downright scared to death, there’s a 
 good chance that a significant spiritual conversation is waiting for you on the other side of those 
 feelings—if you don’t give in to them. 

 Principle 3: Good questions create great opportunities for listening. 
 Good “wondering” questions: 

 -  are born out of a desire to better understand someone 
 -  flow naturally out of your context and your conversations 
 -  demonstrate that you have listened thoughtfully 
 -  are open-ended and promote more dialogue and reflection 
 -  probe sensitively and reflectively into someone’s belief systems 
 -  compel others to investigate the Christian life. 

 “Wondering” is not: 
 -  using questions to gain control of a conversation so you can get your point across 
 -  a set of memorized questions to herd people toward a decision you think they should make 
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